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�Background / Flood History
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�Model Build

� Flood Mechanisms

�Changing Environment – 1880 to today

�Likely Future Climate Change



Large 
Catchment

Spans 2 
Regions

Largest estimated flood flow in 
NZ history in 1926 (12,700 m3/s)

Largest gauged flood in NZ 
history in July 2021 (8,900 m3/s)

100 year ARI Flow = 9500 m3/s

Waimakariri = 4155 m3/s
Rakaia = 5768 m3/s

6350 km2



Coastal Flooding 
(Storm surge / wave 
setup and Tsunami)

River Flooding

Earthquake / 
Landslide Dam –
Murchison 1929 
/Inangahua 1968

Liquefaction

Local stormwater flooding



Flood History
1873 

� Damaged or destroyed much of Northern end of Westport

� Stanley Wharf, the National Hotel, a large two storey building and 
a store were swept away

� The river changed course and cut a new channel through the north 
spit, thus making it an island.  

� A slaughter house, a piggery, a skinyard and tools on the spit were 
completely washed away





Original 
outlet of the 
Orowaiti

1880 Coastline



Organs Island / Overflow



Relief 
Channel

River straightened in 1880’s to prevent 
increasing overflows into Orowaiti



� Relief Channel.

� I visited the Relief Channel and noticed that the floods are gradually 
widening and deepening it. After the dredging was done on the bar at the 
head of the channel in 1887, the depth of water was 2ft 6in; at present in a 
similarly low state of the river the depth is 4ft 6in, and the depth of the 
main channel opposite is also 4ft 6in, so that now the head of the Relief 
Channel is as deep as the main river, and I should say that in floods about 
half of the water passes down the Relief Channel. I think that the floods 
will continue to deepen and widen this channel until in the course of years 
the greatest body of water will flow down it. This is what is wanted, as the 
more that passes down the relief channel the less overflows at the Orawaiti. 
Mr C. Y. O'Connor was of opinion that dredging should be resumed at the 
head of the channel. I am of opinion it should be let alone, with exception 
of keeping it always clear of snags and drift timber, and in course of time 
nature will achieve the desired object.



Expenditure
1884-1891

$2,338,635

$101,687,761



Flood History
1926 � Westport experienced its worst flood on record

� The Buller River broke its banks, and practically the whole town 
was flooded

� Hundreds of people were rendered temporarily homeless.

� Damage worst in Northern end of town (likely due to flooding 
from the Orowaiti)



Hundreds lost all their belongings, and the flooding was so 
bad, media reports said boats had to be used to rescue 
residents from roofs.

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/TS19261108.2.150


Flood History
1970

� Worst flooding since 1926 (3m 
lower at Hawkes Crag)

� Estimated to be a 30 to 40 year 
event

� Bridge damaged (piers damaged 
by blockage)

� Floor levels flooded in Northern 
end of town

� Media reports state Orowaiti
Overflow saved much of the town







Feb 2018 
Cyclone Fehi





Summary

� Westport has been badly flooded on several occasions in the last 
century

� Flooding has washed away buildings and structures

� Largest floods caused homelessness

� Slowly growing coastline has exacerbated floodrisk from Orowaiti

� No reason as to why it won’t happen again tomorrow



July 2021 Event

• Weather system (& similarities to historic floods)

• Rainfall and catchment inflows

• River flow & flood frequency

• Flood level data







1950 flood 1970 flood







Flow gaugingFlow measurement



Te Kuha flow recorder

� Almost continuous record since 1963

� Some earlier data from predecessor sites 
back to 1950’s

� NIWA and WCRC instruments



Te Kuha flow recorder

� Almost continuous record since 1963

� Some earlier data from predecessor sites 
back to 1950’s

� NIWA and WCRC instruments
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Return period of 17 July Flood 

Average 
recurrence 

interval (years)

Annual 
exceedance 
probability

Peak flow (m3/s) 95% confidence 
limit (m3/s)

10 10% 6800 ±540

20 5% 7640 ±690

50 2% 8730 ±960

100 1% 9540 ±1050

200 0.5% 10400 ±1250

17 July = 8890 m3/s
Between 50 and 100yr ARI



Flood level survey



Flood level survey







Model Build
Overview



Timeline / 
Original Model

� Officially Published August 2015 (however used in 2014 as part of 
working group)

� Formally peer reviewed and adopted by regional council in 2017.

� Calibrated to the July 2012 flood event.

� New model is an upgrade to the 2015 model…no major changes in 
conclusions or river behaviour..however refined understanding 
due to more data













2021/2022 
Model 
Upgrade

� Include latest LiDAR which covers full floodplain

� Upgraded with 2021 XS Survey

� Orowaiti Flown at low tide – allows for inclusion of more detailed 
bathymetry



2008	LiDAR	Extent

Red	=	1D	model	extent
Blue	=	2D	model	extent



2008 LiDAR



2020 LiDAR



Calibration
July 2021

Average	error	- 0.04	m	
Average	absolute	error	– 0.15	m





Calibration
Feb 2018 
Cyclone Fehi



Peer Review 

Model has been peer reviewed with no major issues identified.

The	model	certified	as	fit	for	the	purpose	of;

• Setting	building	floor	levels

• Designing	flood	protection	infrastructure	(ie flood	walls)

• Assessing	potential	flood	mitigation	options

• Assessing	the	impacts	of	increased	future	flows	and	sea	levels



100 year ARI 
river flood 
extent 
(Historic 
Climate)



100 year ARI 
river flood 
extent (Future 
Climate –
RCP6)



100yr ARI
Coastal Storm
(Historic 
Climate)



100yr ARI
Coastal Storm
(Future Climate 
1m SLR)



Key 
Conclusions 
from model

� Severe Flood Risk for entire town

� Highest flood risk comes from the Orowaiti River for moderate 
sized flood events

� For really large events, flooding enters town from Buller River as 
well as the Orowaiti

� Very delicate flow balance between Orowaiti and Buller 
River..changing the flow split, transfers the hazard

� Lower areas of town are very exposed to coastal flooding (as 
experience during Cyclone Fehi)

� Both bridges get cut off – evacuation impossible once rivers are 
high



Changing Environment
Overview



18781943197420162022

Orowaiti Overflow / Organs Island

Significant vegetation clearance 
at Organs Island (this allows 

more water to flow down 
Orowaiti more rapidly)



� Protection by Planting.

� The foreshore of the Overflow being made quite secure by stone 
work, all other damage by floods can be checked by placing 
fascines loaded with stone in the holes and gullies which the 
floods cut out of the soil, and by planting every part of the 
Overflow with willows and blackberries. When the low ground is 
thus overgrown with bushes the sand and silt of floods will be at 
rested and again overgrown, and thus the land grows higher after 
each flood, instead of being cut away as it would be if neglected.

� At the same time the Relief Channel is slowly cutting its bed 
deeper, and taking more of the flood water every year. Between 
these two influences, the danger of the Overflow will be entirely 
averted.



This is the gravel bar 
you see increasing in 

size

This is what you 
don’t see

River Cross Section Changes



18781943197420162022

Buller River Right Bank – U/S of 
Bridge



Bank Edge 
Adjacent to 
O’Conor Home



1860

Advancing Coastline



18781943197420162022

Advancing Coastline



Land build up 
purely due to 
construction of 
breakwaters



Littoral Drift

� Westport exists because of the port

� However port has also impacted on floodrisk

� Construction of port has changed coastal dynamics, blocking 
predominant coastal sediment transport paths

� Resulted in advancing shoreline which has increased flood risk



Existing Flood Defences
Overview



Rock Protection

Estimated  asset 
value $10 million

Primary purpose to 
prevent entire river 

from migrating 
down the Orowaiti
channel (avulsion)



Rock purpose is 
to hold river 
alignment in 
place, not to 

prevent overflow

Primary purpose to 
prevent entire river 

from migrating 
down the Orowaiti
channel (avulsion)





Photos courtesy 
Chris J Coll 

Surveying Ltd

Entire bank 
rocklined – much 

of it hidden in 
vegetation



Informal banks are not on any 
official asset register, however 

they have been effective at 
limiting overflows in these 

locations

Bank was centimetres away 
from being overtopped in July 

2021 – was lucky not to collapse





Railway Embankment

Railway currently prevents flow 
entering from top end of town in 

addition to Orowaiti flows 
coming in from the bottom end.



Flood Mechanisms
Main Overflow Areas



Orowaiti Overflow / Organs Island

Most water follows the historic river 
channel and down the Orowaiti

Rather than being an engineered 
overflow – the Buller River simply 

overflows on the true right bank as 
soon as it exits the gorge. 









Model shows that as the flow in the 
Buller River increase, a greater 

percentage is diverted down the 
Orowaiti overflow









Upstream Buller Bridge



Bridge Blockage



Low Points

Bank not well sealed 
– significant seepage 

through bank

Floating Basin / Lost Lagoon





� Cross Sections

� Gravel Extraction

� Bridge Levels



Climate Change



Historic sea level records

100+ years data from Lyttelton and Wellington

(Publicly available data e.g. https://www.stats.govt.nz/indicators/coastal-
sea-level-rise )

West Coast data available from:

�Westport harbour (1982–present)
�Charleston (1997–2012 NIWA)

Sea levels have already risen

https://www.stats.govt.nz/indicators/coastal-sea-level-rise


Historic sea level records



Historic sea level records



Historic sea level records

2.16 mm/yr

2.45 mm/yr

8.04 mm/yr

13.94 mm/yr



Historic sea level records

6.5 mm/yr

4.5 mm/yr

9.8 mm/yr



Flood depths reduced by ~0.1m in 
town



Impact on 
Rainfall

� Warm air carries more moisture (8% per degree)

� Tasman sea is warming (measured)

� Atmosphere is warming (measured)

� Science predicts further / accelerated warming

� As a result we can expect more intense rain…

� Atmospheric rivers will likely carry more water



Impact on 
sediment

� Increased rainfall will increase erosion and therefore more 
sediment entering system

� Potential for increased gravel buildup

� As a result, rivers are likely to widen



Climate 
change 
influences on 
river flow

� 10% higher rainfall in July 2021 event due to climate change
Stone D.A., Rosier S.M., Bird L., Harrington L.J., Rana S., Stuart S., Dean S.M. (2022) The effect of experiment 
conditioning on estimates of human influence on extreme weather. Weather and Climate Extremes 36(September 
2021):100427. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.wace.2022.100427

� 9-19% Increase in 48hr rainfall by 2100 (over 1986-2005 baseline)

� 11-25% Increase in 1% AEP flood flow at Te Kuha
Zammit C. (2022) Climate change impact on peak discharge and bankfull flow duration at Te Kuha Stream: An 
analysis of Te Kuha streamflow gauging station under different warming scenarios and for different return periods 
and durations, NIWA Client Report 2022038CH.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.wace.2022.100427


Summary

� Large Catchment with a small floodplain

� Exposed to multiple hazards

� Long history of flooding – very large events are rare 
and unpredictable but devastating

� Landscape has changed with a growing coastline

� River has been diverted in 1880’s but will always want 
to go down Orowaiti

� Minimal flood defences in place for significant hazard

� Magnitude of large flood is much larger than local 
network can take

� Delicate balance at flow split

� Climate has changed over last century

� Sea has already risen based on measured levels all 
around NZ

� Temperature has warmed (coast and atmosphere)



Questions?


